The Story of Nazi-Bear

Ugly rumors spread since Moscow, the one and only Nuremberg polar bear earned his first million Euros by a publicity campaign for the Russian government with its now famous slogans “What’s wrong with a little autocracy?” and “Keep quiet or we switch off your natural gas supply!”. To counter in particular the allegations that his family always has been servile to any political system as long as the money was right, we decided on publishing the following photographic documents of his grandfather widely known as Nazi Bear.

Nuremberg, September 1933: The Nazis’ Mephistopheles propaganda genius Joseph Goebbels is desperate because “the movement” is in a mess and this year’s party rally has been a complete failure. Now that the Nazis are in power people are tired of listening to hate speeches and don’t want to goosestep and hail anymore. The same goes for the regime’s image with foreign countries. Everywhere the Nazis are thought to be humorless and violent.

After reading the disastrous headlines in the newspapers and anonymous letters (signed by Rudolf Heß) wishing him “Have fun in Dachau, loser!”, Goebbels put on his thinking cap, but no idea how to improve the situation comes to his mind.

I’m finished.

At a public performance of floor exercises by the local chapter of another Nazi organization, the AMA HAFÉ (Association of middle-aged fervent female admirers of the Führer) ...